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KIDS’ HISTORY KIT

Includes 5 Fun Games:
Would You Rather? 

Who Am I? 

History Scramble 

History Trivia

History Match Up



Now’s your chance to be a time traveler! Go back in time to choose exactly where you’d go and 

who you’d hang out with from history. But there’s a catch–you also have to explain your reasoning. 

In other words, you have to explain WHY you’d rather eat ice cream with Cleopatra instead of 

swimming the Nile with King Tut. Add to the game by using the blank sheet of cards to create your 

own history-based Would You Rather questions.

WOULD YOU RATHER & WHY?

Fight in the Roman 

Civil War with Julius 

Caesar

or

learn the art of war 

from Sun Tzu?

OR

Use a trebuchet

or

the first wheel? 

Explore with 

Marco Polo

or

Sacagewea?

Send a message via 

semaphore

or

Morse code?

OR

OR

OR

Have the wits of 

Cleopatra

or

Queen Elissa (aka 

Dido)? 

Be known for 

carving the Mo’ai of 

Easter Island

or

the Rosetta Stone?

Have tea with 

Hideyoshi

or

hot chocolate with 

the Mayans?

Plan escape routes 

with Harriet Tubman

or

march with 

Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr.?

OR

OR

OR

OR

Play the ancient 

sport of ulama

or

the ancient game of 

senet?

Haggle at Great 

Zimbabwe

or

dock at the port of 

Carthage? 

Discuss revolution 

with John Locke

or

philosophy with 

Plato?

OR

OR

OR

Learn to be a leader 

with Hatshepsut

or

Alexander the 

Great? 

Help build the Great 

Wall of China

or

Chichén Itzá? 

Study art with 

Michelangelo

or

Leonardo da Vinci?

OR

OR

OR



WOULD YOU RATHER & WHY?

Travel the waters 

with the vikings

or

the Māori?

OR

Study math and 

probability with 

Gerolamo Cardano

or

astronomy with 

Galileo?

Fly a kite with Ben 

Franklin

or

an airplane with the 

Wright brothers?

Get gold from the 

Gold Rush

or

Mansa Musa?

OR

OR

OR

Fight for France with 

Joan of Arc

or

plant trees with 

Wangarĩ Maathai?

Fight with the 

samurai

or

Genghis Khan?

Help General 

Toussaint Louverture 

free Haiti

or

the Tru’ng Sisters 

save Vietnam?

Travel the world 

with journalist 

Nellie Bly

or

the explorer, 

Magellan? 

OR

OR

OR

OR

Study at Timbuktu

or

the Great Library of 

Alexandria?

See the signing of 

the Declaration of 

Independence

or

hear the Gettysburg 

Address?

Hunt fossils with 

Mary Anning

or

program computers 

with Ada Lovelace?

OR

OR

OR

See the Colossus of 

Rhodes

or

the Statue of David?

Study math and 

probability with 

Gerolamo Cardano

or

astronomy with 

Galileo?

Paddle the causeways 

of Tenochtitlan with 

the Aztecs

or

raft the Colorado River 

with John Powell?

OR

OR

OR



WOULD YOU RATHER & WHY?

Watch a vaudeville

or

kabuki show?

OR

Watch Emperor 

Song’s grand 

fireworks

or

the ancient 

Olympics?

Peacefully protest 

with Mahatma 

Gandhi

or

Rosa Parks?

Fly over the English 

Channel in a hot air 

balloon

or

ride the Ferris Wheel 

at the World’s Fair?

OR

OR

OR

Discover King Tut’s 

tomb with Howard 

Carter

or

radium with Marie 

Curie?

Eat a snack with 

John Montagu, aka 

the Earl of Sandwich,

or

barbecue with the 

Mycenaeans?

Practice yoga with   

Krishnamacharya

or

dance ballet with 

Maria Tallchief?

Decode dreams 

with Sigmund Freud

or

secret messages with 

Alan Turing during 

World War II?

OR

OR

OR

OR

Fly in Chuck 

Yeager’s Glamorous 

Glennis

or

the Wright Brothers’ 

Wright Flyer?

Hunt with the 

Amazonian women

or

surf with the 

Polynesians?

Meet Jane Goodall’s 

chimpanzees

or

the loyal dog 

Hachiko?

OR

OR

OR

Race a car in the 

Paris-Rouen

or

ride a chariot in the 

Circus Maximus?

Explore the oceans 

with Jacques 

Cousteau

or

the moon with the 

Apollo 11 crew?

Observe the dodo 

bird on Mauritius 

Island

or

the creatures of the 

Galápagos Islands?

OR

OR

OR



Now’s your chance to be a time traveler! Go back in time to choose exactly where you’d go and 

who you’d hang out with from history. But there’s a catch–you also have to explain your reasoning. 

In other words, you have to explain WHY you’d rather eat ice cream with Cleopatra instead of 

swimming the Nile with King Tut. Add to the game by using the blank sheet of cards to create your 

own history-based Would You Rather questions.

WOULD YOU RATHER & WHY?



?

History is filled with amazing people, and this game makes it fun to learn about them. Use the 
blank sheet of cards to add more characters from history to the game. 

WHO AM I? GAME

HOW TO PLAY: 
Read the About Me clues and guess which historical figure they describe. If you guess correctly, keep the card. If you guess 

incorrectly, put the card back in the pile. The player with the most cards at the end wins the game. 

a). Cleopatra

b). Hatshepsut

c). Sacagewea

Who Am I? 

• I’m an ancient Egyptian pharaoh.

• I reigned longer than any other 

Egyptian woman of that time.

• I am considered the most 

powerful female pharaoh. 

About Me1

a). Confucius

b). Isaac Newton

c). Alexander the Great

Who Am I? 

• I’m the King of Macedonia and 

a powerful leader of the ancient 

world.

• My tutor, Aristotle, nurtured my 

love of logic, reading, music and 

culture.

• I led victorious military battles to 

create the ancient world’s largest 

empire and expand Greek culture. 

About Me4

a). Hammurabi

b). Plato

c). Aristotle

Who Am I? 

• I’m the 6th Babylonian king.

• I had 282 laws written on a giant 

stone in 1772 BCE. 

• These laws are among the 

oldest deciphered writings in the 

world.

About Me2

a). Marco Polo

b). Mahatma Gandhi

c). Rosalind Franklin

Who Am I? 

• I’m an explorer.

• I helped establish the trade 

route known as The Silk Road, 

connecting the East and West.

• I wrote a book about my 

explorations.

About Me5

a). Plato

b). Michelangelo

c). Magellan

Who Am I? 

• I’m an ancient Greek 

philosopher who founded The 

Academy. 

• I taught about justice, beauty, 

enlightenment and equality. 

• I spent time with Socrates and 

Aristotle.

About Me3

a). Michelangelo

b). Nelson Mandela

c). Hippocrates

Who Am I? 

• I’m an Italian artist and sculptor 

from the Renaissance period.

• I created the Statue of David.

• I also created the frescoes on 

the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican.

About Me6



WHO AM I? GAME
?

WHO AM I? GAME

a). Magellan

b). The Trưng sisters

c). Galileo Galilei

Who Am I? 

• I’m a Portuguese explorer.

• I tried finding a better way to 

reach the Spice Islands (aka the 

Maluku Islands) by sailing west.

• I died before reaching the 

destination. 

About Me7

a). Zheng Yi Sao

b). Confucius

c). Genghis Khan

Who Am I? 

• I’m a Chinese philosopher and 

sage.

• I taught my followers 

compassion and self-discipline.

• Many people incorporate my 

teachings of tradition and virtue 

into their daily lives.

About Me10

a). Ada Lovelace

b). The Wright Brothers

c). Nikola Tesla

Who Am I? 

• I’m a Serbian-American inventor.

• I worked for Thomas Edison 

and experimented with lighting, 

x-rays and radio communication.

• I created a high-voltage 

transformer that now bears my 

name.

About Me8

a). Hammurabi

b). Hatshepsut

c). Hippocrates

Who Am I? 

• I’m known as the father of 

modern medicine.

• I taught the benefits of a good 

diet and exercise.

• I’m famous for the pledge that 

bears my name.

About Me11

a). The Montgolfier Brothers

b). The Baldwin Brothers

c). The Wright Brothers

Who Am I? 

• We spent time on the beaches 

of Kitty Hawk, South Carolina.

• We created the first powered 

flight.

• Our first names are Wilbur and 

Orville.

About Me9

a). The Trưng sisters

b). The Grimké sisters

c). The Wright brothers

Who Am I? 

• We’re brave warriors.

• We created a large army to 

overthrow Vietnam’s harsh ruler, 

To Dinh.

• We helped liberate Vietnam.

About Me12



WHO AM I? GAME
?

WHO AM I? GAME

a). Ada Lovelace

b). Nellie Bly

c). Albert Einstein

Who Am I? 

• I was born in Germany.

• I recognized the effect of gravity 

and that nothing was faster than 

light.

• I created the theory of relativity.

About Me13

a). Mary Anning

b). Nellie Bly

c). Harriet Tubman

Who Am I? 

• I’m a journalist.

• I traveled the world in 72 days 

in 1889.

• I reported on my journey to The 

New York World newspaper. 

About Me16

a). Mahatma Gandhi

b). Wangarĩ Maathai 

c). Nelson Mandela

Who Am I? 

• I’m known for my commitment 

to Indian independence. 

• I marched to Dandi to make salt 

in defiance of the British salt tax.

• My peaceful protests were a 

major step toward Indian self-

governance.

About Me14

a). Isaac Newton

b). Galileo Galilei

c). Benjamin Franklin

Who Am I? 

• I’m an Italian astronomer.

• I determined that the small stars 

near Jupiter were its moons.

• I discovered that the sun was 

the center of our solar system.

About Me17

a). Rosa Parks

b). Ada Lovelace

c).  Jane Goodall

Who Am I? 

• I studied math and science, 

which was unusual for a girl of 

my time.

• I’m the daughter of poet Lord 

Byron.

• I’m the first recognized 

computer programmer.

About Me15

a). Isaac Newton 

b). John Powell

c). Sigmund Freud

Who Am I? 

• I’m an English farmer’s son 

who studied mathematics and 

science.

• I developed the principles of 

modern physics and the theory 

of gravity.

• People think a falling apple 

hit me.

About Me18



WHO AM I? GAME
?

a). Marie Curie

b). Maria Tallchief

c). Frida Kahlo

Who Am I? 

• I earned two Nobel Prizes. 

• I researched and taught about 

radium. 

• I was the first female Professor 

of General Physics at the 

University of Paris.

About Me19

a). Emmeline Pankhurst

b). Helen Keller

c). Rosalind Franklin

Who Am I? 

• I worked in a British lab.

• My work and contributions only 

recently gained recognition.

• I took a photo that proved 

DNA has a double-helix shape.

About Me22

a). Sue Hendrickson

b). Rosa Parks

c). Henrietta Lacks

Who Am I? 

• I was involved in the 

Montgomery Bus Boycott.

• Along with other civil rights 

protestors, I helped integrate 

public transportation.

• I’m a Black woman who refused 

to give up her seat to white 

passengers.

About Me20

a). Chuck Yeager

b). Wangarĩ Maathai

c). Gerolamo Cardano

Who Am I? 

• I recognized that poverty in my 

area was tied to deforestation. 

• I established The Green Belt 

Movement to plant trees in rural 

Kenya.

• I earned a Nobel Prize for my 

efforts to help with poverty and 

deforestation. 

About Me23

a). Sacagawea

b). Maria Tallchief

c). Rosalind Franklin

Who Am I? 

• I am a Shoshone woman.

• I joined Lewis and Clark’s 

expedition into the American 

lands gained by the Louisiana 

Purchase.

• I acted as a guide and translator 

and saved journals documenting 

the trip when a boat capsized.

About Me21

a). Nelson Mandela

b). Martin Luther King Jr

c). Howard Carter

Who Am I? 

• I spent 27 years in prison due to 

my work to overthrow apartheid, 

South Africa’s racial segregation.

• After my release, I continued this 

work and was elected president 

of South Africa.

• I was Africa’s first Black head 

of state.

About Me24



?

History is filled with amazing people, and this game makes it fun to learn about them. Use the 
blank sheet of cards to add more characters from history to the game. 

WHO AM I? GAME

HOW TO PLAY: 
Read the About Me clues and guess which historical figure they describe. If you guess correctly, keep the card. If you guess 

incorrectly, put the card back in the pile. The player with the most cards at the end wins the game. 

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me

a).

b).

c).

Who Am I? 

About Me



1
3

2

Number all 20 events in the order that they occurred. Use the blank page to create your own 

History Scramble for friends or family to try. 

HISTORY SCRAMBLE1
3

2

Tear down the Berlin Wall 

Melt iron with the Nigerian Nok 
people during the Iron Age 

Race Stephenson’s “Rocket” 
locomotive

Plan escape routes with Harriet 
Tubman

See the Declaration of Independence 
signed

Watch Venus with the Mayans at 
Chichén Itzá 

Share a dream with Martin Luther 
King Jr.

Roll the first wheel 

Attend the ancient olympics

Discover Iceland with the Vikings

Hear Johann Sebastian Bach perform 

Fire a medieval trebuchet

Drink hot chocolate with the Mayans 

Fly with the Wright brothers 

Strike it rich in the Gold Rush 

Hear the Gettysburg Address

Visit the Incans of Machu Picchu Boycott buses with Rosa Parks

Discuss revolutions with John Locke March with Joan of Arc



1
3

2

Number all 20 events in the order that they occurred. Use the blank page to create your own 

History Scramble for friends or family to try. 

HISTORY SCRAMBLE1
3

2



Test your history knowledge and get friends and family in on the game. Whoever gets the most answers 

correct wins! Keep the fun going by writing your own trivia questions on the blank sheet provided. 

HISTORY TRIVIA?

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

What did Cleopatra put in her sails to attract Mark Antony’s 

attention?

What Mayan structure is also known as El Caracol or 

“the snail”?

Where were fireworks first used?

What temple was originally built to honor the Hindu god 

Vishnu, but was converted into a Buddhist temple?

Name the princess who challenged her suitors to a wrestling 

match and won their horses when they lost.

On what island did the Rapa Nui people carve large 

statues of heads known as Mo’ai?

Researchers found sculptures of what animal in the ruins of 

Great Zimbabwe that today appear on the Zimbabwean flag 

and are a national symbol?

The Incan people built this structure, in what’s now 

known as Peru, with stones cut to fit tightly with no 

need for mortar.

Michelangelo carved what pre-battle figure to emphasize its 

self-confidence and concentration?

Who was the Portuguese explorer that tried to find a 

better way to reach the Spice Islands (aka the Maluku 

Islands) by sailing west?

Who declared that all humans have the right to “life, liberty, 

and estate” and wrote essays influencing early American’s 

ideas about freedom?

This pirate instituted strict laws that protected female 

prisoners and taxed the loot a ship captured.

3

5

7

9

11

1

2

4

6

8

10

12



HISTORY TRIVIA?

Who kickstarted the popularity of the sandwich?

Who took incredible risks traveling back south to 

lead others to freedom through what is known as the 

Underground Railroad?

Where did the first flight by the Wright brothers occur?

Greeks told tales of them and archeologists have 

unearthed graves containing the remains of women who 

fought, hunted, and rode horses. What is this female-only 

military society known as?

She ruled Carthage after fleeing the tyranny of her brother, 

Pygmalion of Lebanon.

Egyptians gathered here not just for books but for 

information from around their known world to create a 

database of possibly 700,000 books.

Historians consider this book to be one of the world’s first 

novels.

Who is credited with inventing surfing?

What now-extinct birds once roamed the forests of 

Mauritius?

What famous English figure is well-known for writing 

plays, sonnets, and poems?

This German, who lived and performed during the Baroque 

period, eventually became known as one of the greatest 

composers of all time.

During what speech did Lincoln declare the Civil War was 

a battle for the equality of all people?

Who successfully advocated for the United States to establish 

braille as the main writing system for people who were blind?

What caused Gandhi’s first peaceful protest against the 

British government?

17

19

21

23

25

15

13

16

14

18

20

22

24

26



HISTORY TRIVIA?

Who is known as the father of modern-day yoga?

What English primatologist and anthropologist recognized 

that chimpanzees exhibited traditionally human 

behaviors?

What city was located in the middle of a dry desert in 

present-day Jordan, but because of its excellent irrigation 

system, thrived as a spot on the trade route?

What famous artist painted the Mona Lisa?

His experiments with kites in lighting storms lead to his 

creation of lightning rods.

Who was the English fossil hunter who unearthed the first 

Ichthyosaurus fossil when she was only 12?

What nickname was given to those traveling to California for 

the Gold Rush?

Who is the Illinois geology professor who explored the 

Colorado River and worked to protect and promote 

the area?

Who was the Austrian neurologist that believed everyone had 

unconscious motivations for the way they behaved?

Who became the first person to break the speed of sound 

in 1947?

Who discovered the largest and most complete T-Rex 

skeleton ever?

The Indonesian karst caves of Maros-Pangkep are thought 

to contain the world’s oldest what?

What French military leader is falsely known for being short?

This German inventor used metal letter blocks to employ 

movable type and even designed his own ink that would 

stick better to metal than to wood.

31

33

35

37
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32

34

36

38

40

39



Test your history knowledge and get friends and family in on the game. Whoever gets the most answers 

correct wins! Keep the fun going by writing your own trivia questions on the blank sheet provided. 

HISTORY TRIVIA?

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
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Draw a line from the place or object to its matching description. Use the blank sheet to create 

your own History Match Up game for friends and family to try.

GREAT HISTORY MATCH UP

GREAT WALL 

OF CHINA 

ROSETTA STONE 

ANGKOR WAT

TREBUCHET 

SILK ROAD 

MO’AI 

GREAT ZIMBABWE

GRAND KITANO 

TEA GATHERING 

KABUKI 

SEMAPHORE 

STEPHENSON’S 

ROCKET 

TESLA COIL 

THE WRIGHT 

FLYER 

SENET 

COLOSSUS OF 

RHODES 

Built by many dynasties for safety and as a 

military system

One of the oldest known board games

Statues of large heads carved by the Rapa Nui 

on Easter Island

First powered airplane

A type of Japanese theater started by all-female 

troupes with extravagant makeup, costumes, 

and props

Medieval city that once housed 10,000 to 20,000 

people and boasted a bustling trade network

Medieval machine with a long beam and 

weighted bucket used to enhance projectiles 

Bronze-sheeted statue of the sun god Helios and 

one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World

A high-voltage transformer

Japanese people, regardless of wealth or rank, 

participated in this ceremony intended to 

showcase Hideyoshi as the rightful ruler

Almost every surface of this Cambodian temple 

is carved 

Early communication system where messengers 

in towers moved wooden arms to make symbols 

for the next tower to intercept and transmit 

Stone that was a key to interpreting and 

understanding forgotten ancient languages

Nickname given to trade routes that were 

important in connecting the East and West

A new locomotive that traveled 36 miles per hour



Draw a line from the place or object to its matching description. Use the blank sheet to create 

your own History Match Up game for friends and family to try.

GREAT HISTORY MATCH UP



1. b). Hatshepsut

2. a). Hammurabi

3. a). Plato

4. c). Alexander the Great

5. a). Marco Polo

6. a). Michelangelo

7. a). Magellan

8. c). Nikola Tesla

9. c). The Wright Brothers

10.  b). Confucius

11. c). Hippocrates

12. a). The Trưng sisters

13. c). Albert Einstein

14. a). Mahatma Gandhi

15. b). Ada Lovelace

16. b). Nellie Bly

17. b). Galileo Galilei

18. a). Isaac Newton

19. a). Marie Curie

20. b). Rosa Parks

21. a). Sacagawea

22. c). Rosalind Franklin

23. b). Wangarĩ Maathai

24. a). Nelson Mandela

Who Am I?

1. Roll the first wheel - 3500 BCE

2. Attend the ancient olympics - 708 BCE

3. Drink hot chocolate with the Mayans - 500 BCE

4. Melt Iron with the Nigerian Nok people during the Iron 

Age - 450 BCE

5. Watch Venus with the Mayans at Chichén Itzá - 900

6. Discover Iceland with the Vikings - 980

7. Fire a medieval trebuchet - 1230

8. March with Joan of Arc - 1429

9. Visit the Incans of Machu Picchu - 1471

10. Discuss revolutions with John Locke - 1690

11. Hear Johann Sebastian Bach perform - 1717

12. See the Declaration of Independence signed - 1776

13. Race Stephenson’s “Rocket” Locomotive - 1829

14. Strike it rich in the Gold Rush - 1849

15. Plan escape routes with Harriet Tubman - 1850

16. Hear the Gettysburg Address - 1863

17. Fly with the Wright Brothers - 1903

18. Boycott buses with Rosa Parks - 1955

19. Share a dream with Martin Luther King Jr. - 1967

20. Tear down the Berlin Wall - 1989

History Scramble

1. Perfume

2. Chichén Itzá

3. China

4. Angkor Wat

5. Khutulun

6. Easter Island

7. Birds

8. Machu Picchu

9. David

10. Magellan

11. John Locke

12. Zheng Yi Sao

13. John Montagu, aka the 

Earl of Sandwich

14. Harriet Tubman

15. Kitty Hawk, South 

Carolina

16. Amazon Women

17. Queen Elissa (aka Dido) 

18. The Great Library of 

Alexandria

19. The Tale of Genji

20. The Polynesians

21. Dodo bird

22. William Shakespeare

23. Johann Sebastian Bach

24. The Gettysburg 

Address

25. Helen Keller

26. A tax on salt

27. Krishnamacharya

28. Jane Goodall

29. Petra

30. Leonardo da Vinci

31. Benjamin Franklin

32. Mary Anning

33. 49ers

34. John Powell

35. Sigmund Freud

36. Chuck Yeager

37. Sue Hendrickson

38. Cave drawings

39. Napoleon

40. Johannes Gutenberg

History Trivia

• GREAT WALL OF CHINA - Built by many dynasties, 

who ruled during different eras, for safety and as a 

military system.

• ROSETTA STONE - Stone that was a key to interpreting 

and understanding forgotten ancient language.

• ANGKOR WAT - Almost every surface of this Cambodian 

temple is carved.

• TREBUCHET - This medieval machine used a long beam 

and weighted bucket to enhance projectiles.

• SILK ROAD - Nickname given to trade routes that were 

important in connecting the East and West.

• MO’AI - Statues of large heads carved by the Rapa Nui 

people on Easter Island.

• GREAT ZIMBABWE - Medieval city that once housed 

10,000 to 20,000 people and boasted a bustling trade 

network.

• GRAND KITANO TEA GATHERING - Japanese 

people, regardless of wealth or rank, participated in 

this ceremony intended to showcase Hideyoshi as the 

rightful ruler.

• KABUKI - Type of theater that was started by all-female 

troupes who used extravagant makeup, costumes, 

and props.

• SEMAPHORE - Early communication system where 

messengers in towers moved wooden arms to make 

196 different symbols for the next tower to intercept 

and transmit.

• STEPHENSON’S ROCKET - A new locomotive that 

traveled 36 miles per hour.

• TESLA COIL - A high-voltage transformer named for 

its inventor.

• THE WRIGHT FLYER - First powered airplane.

• SENET - One of the oldest known board games.

• COLOSSUS OF RHODES - Bronze-sheeted statue of 

the sun god Helios and one of the Seven Wonders of the 

Ancient World.

History Match Up
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